Godin

Multiac Nylon Encore LEFT

Left-handed, electro-acoustic nylon string with custom dual source system

Specs

- Mahogany neck
- Rosewood Fingerboard
- 16" (406 mm) fingerboard radius
- 25.5" (647.5 mm) Scale
- 1.9" (47.5 mm) nut width
- Chambered Silver leaf maple body
- Virtually Feedback-free at high volumes
- Solid Cedar Top
- Blendable Custom Godin Dual Source electronics
- with 2 Acoustic Soundboard Sensors & Undersaddle Transducer
- Natural Semi-Gloss finish

Includes godin gig bag

Encore Preamp Controls

- treble
- mid
- bass
- blend
- master volume

* The “blend” slider allows the player to blend between the Undersaddle Transducer and the Acoustic Soundtable Sensors. Blend in the Soundtable Sensors for added warmth and richness of tone.

Slider towards Bridge = Undersaddle Transducer
Slider towards Neck = Acoustic Soundtable Sensors

Made in Canada

www.godinguitars.com